THE GUARD OF WINES AND THE WINES THAT THEY GUARD
The moment has come in Spain to speak clearly: the wines - young or big
reservations - must avoid well. What has thought and saying up to today in the
matter? That if we are not lucky to inherit a warehouse in a castle or monastery
that " we must not worry ". With a special icebox, or a room conditioned for such
effects, or constructing a warehouse in the basement, or buying an already made
wine-cellar, or guarding the wines in the warehouse of the people already one can
rest "calmly". This special wine, in which we have invested enough money (can he be
for example 1 Euro or 1000?) guarded in each of these conditions it will be to
except. But oh surprise when we uncork it, proves that the wine was not so good as
his price was insinuating it. Poor person came!!!! And ingenuous poor that believed
in these advices-repairs. But if I have respected also the conditions of
temperature, dampness and darkness!!!!
SO NOT GENTLEMAN: you have been the ingenuous one who believed itself a few
advices that do not have any technical support not scientific, but especially they
do not have common sense.
The question does not happen, in the first instance, for knowing what wine
belongs to guard and which it is not. Or if he is a young woman or it it is not. The
first thing that we have to have clear is that a wine is an alive being who continues
evolving inside the bottle. He is like a baby who after born begins to grow out of
the mother uterus. Is it necessary to have much more taken care in the pregnancy
and then when the baby has born to leave it anyhow? Would you do it with his
baby? You excuse the comparisons, but sometimes we need extreme examples to
be aware of the things.
Certainly that the wine - matter lives - must lodge at a place with an ideal
temperature, they say between 16 º and 18 º, in the dark, with a dampness that 85
% should not exceed. And what does happen with the silence? There is some place
where, out of the warehouse mother, the wine could be silently, that does not
spend a street to him above, a highway to the side or fence … and what is worse,
that is sleeping in an icebox, of this so special, that have an engine that not for of
working?
LET'S SPEAK CLEARLY and let's go on parts. The wine has been conceived, care
and servant in terroirs special, with caress, has been taken to warehouse mother,
has been bottled and then? So at all, we buy it in a shop (how has it come to her?)
where it has been called us illuminated good the attention from a shop window
very (and the darkness where has it stayed?), we take it to house and put it in this

special icebox of wine (with a purring of "ideal" engine for the guard of the wine).
And then we uncork it and we us drink it so to taste. Do you know everything what
has lost the wine in this smallest distance? Let's not say all the properties, but
you can imagine how many, which are not small.
The wine necessarily must avoid in a passive wine-cellar, the temperature evidently
must be the one that we all know, but among other things he must be a native, the
dampness the same thing, the warehouse must be aireada, but the air must not
happen for between the wines or for on them, and especially the wine must sleep
calmly and silently. You are not left to be deceptive: in the world already there
exist sites that are rented in passive warehouses in order that the wine is in ideal
conditions for when you want to taste it. But WAREHOUSES, NOT EQUIPPED
SHIPS. In Spain already this service has appeared, the big warehouses have it for
his clients, and VINARIUS® has it for the one who wants to take indeed a good
wine, good wine that especially it is - because today it is difficult to meet on a
"bad" wine - because in his last stage he has slept calmly and it it has been waiting
for you in the best conditions.
What happens when a baby newborn child comes to house and sleeps in a special
place, this that so much we prepare waiting for it, with an ideal temperature and
especially silently? He is a calm, awake baby, " it has a character " special. And if
we take it to a specialized day-care center? It continues growing up in a suitable
environment. So it: with the wine the same thing happens exactly. Guard well his
wines, and it is required where it goes that the wine that they serve him is
guarded well. Repairs: none. Neither ices, nor iceboxes … if you cannot have a
passive wine-cellar, since you rent a site in one. For this question there are no
average terms: or the wine guards good or you will be drinking and paying what
drinks what has not to.
VINARIUS® offers him the possibility of guarding his wines in the best
conditions. Call 00 34 636967796 us or write to us to claudia@vinarius.es we will
present a budget for the good guard of his wines according to his needs.

